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Abstract: Periodic graphene nanostructures are fabricated via
patterning graphene through the self-assembled monolayers of
monodisperse colloidal microspheres. The resulting structures
exhibit promising electronic properties featuring high conductivities
and ON-OFF ratios up to 10. The apparent advantages of the
presented method are the possibilities of fabricating periodic
graphene nanostructures with different periodicities, ranging from
∼100 nm to several µm, and also varying the periodicity and the
neck width independently. The use of the presented method yields
graphene nanostructures with variable electronic properties.

Since the isolation of graphene in 2004,1 there has been
considerable interest in graphene nanostructures with feature sizes
less than 10 nm since they were theoretically2 and experimentally3,4

shown to have electronic band gaps large enough for room
temperature transistor operation. Such graphene nanostructures,
nanoribbons3 and quantum dots,4 were first fabricated by a
combination of electron beam (e-beam) lithography and dry etching.
However, patterning sub-10-nm-wide graphene nanoribbons (GNRs)
by e-beam lithography is still quite challenging and requires state-
of-the-art experimental facilities. Therefore, alternative techniques
for making GNRs, including a solution-based approach,5 unzipping
of carbon nanotubes,6-8 and masking graphene with silicon
nanowires (SiNWs),9 were recently developed. Using SiNWs is
interesting in the sense that the masks for making the narrow GNRs
became available not through state-of-the-art top-down fabrication
procedures but through relatively simple chemistry since the growth
of SiNWs is a well-developed area of materials science.10

Recently, another bottom-up approach was developed for making
graphene nanostructures with sub-10-nm features: patterning graphene
via block copolymer lithography.11,12 The resulting graphene nano-
structures, dubbed ‘graphene nanomeshes’ (GNMs), are schematically
shown in the inset in Figure 1a. They may possess an electronic band
gap if the neck width (w) is small enough and, thus, exhibit ON-OFF
ratios comparable to those previously achieved in individual GNR
devices. But at the same time these GNMs can support currents that
are orders of magnitude higher than those typically reported for the
GNR devices. Since the GNMs have these unique characteristics,
further research on these graphene nanostructures is in order. In addition
to the semiconductor properties, unusual physical phenomena may be
anticipated for these highly periodic graphene structures, especially if
the values of the neck width (w) and periodicity (d) could be
independently tuned over a wide range.

We report here an alternative approach for making large-scale
GNMs, which is based on patterning graphene using self-assembled

monolayers of monodisperse colloidal microspheres. While block
copolymer lithography is a powerful tool for making nanostructures
with sub-100-nm periodicity,13 monodisperse colloidal microspheres
with an average size ranging from 100 nm to several µm are readily
available commercially or through well-established chemistries.14

Therefore, these two approaches can be considered complementary
in terms of achieving GNMs with different periodicities, since using
colloidal microspheres instead of block copolymers enables covering
almost 2 additional orders of magnitude of d. Furthermore, self-
assembly of colloidal microspheres has been studied for decades,
for purposes ranging from the modeling of the phase transitions in
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Figure 1. Using RIE for defining different periodic metallic nanostructures
in nanosphere lithography as viewed by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). (a) A monolayer of monodisperse silica microspheres with an
average diameter of ∼400 nm on a Si/SiO2 substrate. The inset shows a
schematic for a GNM, where d is the periodicity of the structure and w is
the neck width. (b, c) Similar monolayers after 1 and 2 min of CF4 RIE,
respectively. (d, e, f) Metal nanostructures obtained by depositing 70 nm
of Cr on the substrate (a) and 10 nm of Cr on the substrates (b and c),
respectively, followed by removing the silica microspheres. Arrows show
the substrate (s) visible through the Cr nanostructure and holes (h) in the
substrate caused by RIE.
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solids15 to the synthesis of photonic crystals16 and ordered
nanostructures.17 Therefore, different approaches for growing high-
quality large-scale monolayers of colloidal spheres, such as
convective self-assembly,18 electrophoretic deposition,19 ordering
in the confinement cells,20 and others,21 are already developed and
thus can be immediately exploited for making GNMs. Finally, we
demonstrate that the new approach enables independently tuning
w and d in the GNMs; d is determined by the size of colloidal
microspheres and w is controlled by the etching duration, thus
making this approach attractive for fabricating GNMs with different
geometric characteristics. Importantly, the electronic properties of
GNMs have been theoretically shown to depend on both d and w.22

The key step in producing GNMs using colloidal microspheres is
making a periodic porous mask for etching graphene. For this purpose
we used an approach that can be defined as modified nanosphere
lithography. In conventional nanosphere lithography, periodic arrays
of colloidal particles are used as the mask for depositing separated
nanoparticles; see the top row images in Figure 1. Here, we introduce
an additional reactive ion etching (RIE) step to form gaps between
the close-packed colloidal spheres. In this case, if masking material is
deposited on the substrate and the spheres are selectively removed, a
continuous mask rather than an array of separated nanoparticles is
formed on the surface. By changing the duration of the RIE, the size
of these gaps and therefore the width of the necks in the resulting
mask for etching graphene can be finely tuned over a wide range, as
illustrated by Figure 1b,e and 1c,f.

The structure shown in Figure 1e could be an ideal etch mask
for making GNMs. However, triangular holes in the Si/SiO2

substrate, which were caused by the RIE process, are evident. To
protect the graphene from this etching, which is intended to affect
the colloidal spheres only, a protective layer between graphene and
colloidal spheres was introduced; this layer is referred to as Mask
1. All of the fabrication steps for making GNMs are shown in Figure
2 and described in detail in Experimental Details. We note that
this approach is versatile, as different combinations of the mask
materials and etching procedures, as well as different colloidal
spheres and different approaches for their assembly and removal,
can be used. In this work we used silica spheres made using Stöber’s
method,23 although the procedure can be easily adjusted for using
other monodisperse spheres, such as polystyrene beads,24 that are
also often used in materials research. We used SiO2 as Mask 1 and
Au as Mask 2, and both RIE steps used CF4 as the etching gas (in
the RIE 2 it was mixed with O2). The colloidal spheres were
deposited on the substrates by convective self-assembly18c and
removed by ultrasonication in a water bath.

To demonstrate that GNMs with different periodicities can be
fabricated according to the procedure shown in Figure 2, we
synthesized three suspensions of monodisperse silica microspheres

with an average diameter of ∼110, ∼270, and ∼400 nm. According
to the SEM results, in each case the standard deviation of sizes
was <5% (at least 100 spheres of each type were sized). Large
(∼1 × 1 cm2) graphene films for patterning were synthesized by
the high-temperature decomposition of methane on copper foils and
then transferred to Si/SiO2 substrates.25

After the patterning we performed Raman spectroscopy studies
of the unpatterned and patterned graphene areas on the same
substrate (Figure 3a). Raman spectra of the unpatterned areas show
that the synthesized graphene films were mostly monolayers with
a less than 1:2 G-to-2D intensity ratio, and a symmetric 2D band
was centered at ∼2690 cm-1 with a full width at half-maximum of
∼35 cm-1.26 For different areas of the unpatterned graphene we
observed only tiny or no D band, and no D′ band. In contrast, in
the patterned areas, both D and D′ bands were clearly observed;
these are due to a high percentage of the edge atoms in GNMs.27

In the GNMs with w < 20 nm, the intensity of the D band is
comparable to or higher than that of the G band.

Figure 3b shows an SEM image of the GNM obtained by masking
graphene using 110-nm silica particles. This image demonstrates that
narrow (w < 20 nm) necks in the GNM are attainable using the
described procedure. Similar SEM images were recorded for the GNMs
with other periodicities. In order to fabricate such GNMs, we used an
aggressive overetching RIE 2 in addition to the well-controlled RIE
1, which, however, resulted in the breakage of some of the narrower
necks. Importantly, recently developed techniques for graphene growth
on the metal surfaces allow for making extremely large graphene films;
samples up to several cm2 have been reported.25,28 Similarly, mono-
disperse colloidal particles, such as silica microspheres, can be
synthesized in large quantities from inexpensive reagents (for instance,
silica spheres are synthesized through the hydrolysis of tetraethyl
orthosilicate23) and then their macroscopic ensembles can be fabricated.
Therefore, graphene grown on metal substrates, combined with
colloidal spheres as the masks, potentially enables making macroscopic
GNMs that could be attractive as optically transparent films with
tunable (depending on w- and d-values) electronic properties. We note

Figure 2. Scheme for the fabrication of GNMs; see text for details. Figure 3. Graphene properties before and after patterning. (a) Typical Raman
spectra of the unpatterned and patterned graphene areas on the same substrate.
(b) SEM image of a GNM patterned using 110-nm-sized silica particles. (c)
Transfer characteristics of the as-prepared graphene film. The device channel
has a width of 1 µm and a length of 2 µm. (d) Transfer characteristics of GNM
devices of similar dimensions (width ) 20 µm, length ) 1.5 µm) patterned
using silica particles that have an average diameter of 110 nm (red) and 400
nm (blue). The inset shows an SEM image of a fragment of the device patterned
using 110-nm-sized silica particles.
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though that in the present work we did not succeed in making ultralarge
GNMs with defect-free structures (i.e., an enlarged area that has the
nearly perfect regularity demonstrated in Figure 3b), because the self-
assembly of colloidal particles inevitably results in the formation of
various defects such as vacancies, holes, and domain boundaries.
However, we did observe some GNM domains with an area of a few
tens of µm2 with little or almost no defects. The size of such areas
may be further improved by employing better techniques for the
colloidal particle self-assembly.

Figure 3c illustrates the electrical properties of a typical electronic
device made from an unpatterned monolayer film. This device exhibits
an ambipolar electric field effect typical for graphene with mobilities
of 870 and 560 cm2/V · s for holes and electrons, respectively; these
values are comparable to those previously reported for graphene grown
on metallic substrates.25,28 Most importantly, the electronic properties
of graphene change dramatically after the patterning. Figure 3d shows
two typical transfer characteristics recorded for the GNMs with d )
110 and 400 nm and sub-20-nm necks. The GNM devices (see the
inset) show a p-type transistor behavior instead of an ambipolar electric
field effect. This hole doping is similar to that previously reported for
GNR devices3,5,9 and most likely caused mainly by the edge oxidation
of the GNMs during the O2 RIE 2; physisorbed species may also
contribute to this doping effect.29 The Isd-Vg plot also shows that the
device with d ) 110 nm has an ON-OFF ratio of ∼8, which is
comparable to GNR field-effect transistors with widths ∼15 nm.3,5,9

As an example of a GNM with another periodicity, shown is the device
with d ) 400 nm that exhibits a lower ON-OFF ratio of ∼2.5. Some
GNM devices exhibited ON-OFF ratios up to 10. Further optimization
of the synthetic procedure should result in GNMs with narrower necks
and thus higher ON-OFF ratios. The energy gap in GNMs can be
estimated using the model described in ref 22. According to this model,
a GNM with d ) 110 nm and w ) 15 nm should have an energy gap
of ∼0.05 eV. It is also interesting that, for the GNMs with the same
w, the energy gap size decreases with increasing d.22

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a simple, tunable, and
potentially scalable method for patterning graphene. The resulting
GNMs exhibit promising electronic properties featuring high
conductivities and ON-OFF ratios. The apparent advantages of
the present method are the possibilities of fabricating GNMs with
different periodicities, ranging from ∼100 nm to several µm, and
also varying the periodicity of the GNM and the neck width
independently, which should result in graphene nanostructures with
different electronic properties.

Experimental Details. Fabrication of GNMs. Graphene was
grown according to the reported procedure25 and then transferred
onto heavily doped p-type Si substrates with a 200 nm thermal
SiO2 layer (SQI). Silica colloidal microspheres were synthesized
by the Stöber method.23 Mask 1 (SiO2, 10 nm) was deposited on
graphene-covered Si/SiO2 substrates by PE-CVD, and then mono-
layers of colloidal spheres were formed by self-assembly on a
vertical subsrate.18c RIE 1 (CF4) was used to define ∼10 nm gaps
between the spheres; the smaller the size of colloidal spheres, the
shorter the time that is required. Mask 2 (Au, 10 nm) was deposited
by e-beam evaporation, and then the colloidal spheres were removed
by intense ultrasonication in water. In the RIE 2 step we mixed
CF4 with O2 (1:1) to remove the graphene. Both Masks 1 and 2
were then removed by short etching with dilute HF. Fabrication of
graphene and GNM devices was performed by two-step e-beam
lithography. In a first step, PMMA was patterned into 1-20 µm
wide strips on top of graphene or large-scale GNM to define the
device channels, then the unprotected material was etched away
by O2 plasma, and then the remaining PMMA was dissolved in
acetone. In a second step, 20-nm-thick Pt contacts were placed

across the resulting graphene or GNM strips by e-beam lithography
followed by e-beam evaporation.

Sample Analysis. SEM imaging was performed on a JEOL-
6500 field-emission microscope. Raman spectroscopy was per-
formed on a Renishaw Raman microscope using a 514 nm laser.
The electrical transport properties were tested using a probe station
(Desert Cryogenics TT-probe 6 system) under vacuum with the
chamber base pressure below 10-5 Torr. The IV data were collected
by an Agilent 4155C semiconductor parameter analyzer.
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